OUR POLICY FOR EMPLOYEES
"Hotel with very good working conditions"
is the reputation that our hotel has acquired
And that’s because
The commitments of our executives consist of the responsibility to the employees and the
society in which we carry out our activities where, for our employees and for society, our
commitments are governed by respect and encouragement to the staff for economic and
professional development / progress
The above basic principle desires to create valuable and loyal employees in the company
where this in turn results in job security, opportunities for development, and employment
improved conditions by the experience
Abbreviated but also specifically refers to:
- Our provision for re-employing staff
-respect to the human rights
-good working conditions (values form leaflet)
-Non-discrimination of sex, sexual preference, nationality, religion or belief or body defectcontract recruitment document
-Right of voluntary retirement without "penalty" (sanctions)-EASY pay (salary) the first three days of each month
-working hours according to the national laws
-the employees accept the time table
-acceptable employees requests or the planning of a fair weekly program, if available
-priority to mothers with minors
-written policy for discipline
-idea box
Benefits from work
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Salary
Insurance
Family allowances / legal leave etc.
Meals during work
Clothing _ uniforms
Room for employees out of town
Washing machine for employees out of town
Training and specialization in sister hotels in Cyprus
Ability to join the union

The company monitors the position of the employee day by day during the operation of the
hotel and helps him to understand his role within it in order him to increase his results We
train the staff to the standards of the company, we inform them about the feedback of our
customers and we set measurable goals to achieve the quality of our customer service while

respecting the Greek legislation on the hygiene and safety of machinery they use, the
sustainability of our business and our overall policy in terms of reducing the impact on the
environment
The employees in the hotel are 191
53 % men
47 % women
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